A Page in a Book
Getting a Read on Personal Style
Sometimes, you ARE what you wear. To the outside observer, our clothes and
accessories are often the first indicator of the things we like – a peek at our personal
vibe. A specifically colored football jersey, beachcomber shorts, a Marvel comics tshirt (or DC comics, if that’s your thing), Anna-Elsa-or-Olaf on a back pack: the items
that kids choose to wear are early statements of their own particular tastes and interests. Giving kids some wardrobe control also empowers them to cultivate their own
style – to become comfortable with this form of self-expression. The following titles
explore the power of the right wearables to brighten up the gloomiest mood.

Churchill’s Tale of Tails

by Anca Sandu (Peachtree Publishers)
Churchill’s life is filled with wonderful friends and hobbies, but the thing that gives him the most
pleasure is his small curly tail. When he wakes up one morning and his tail is nowhere to be found,
he’s completely out of sorts. Churchill laments that he just doesn’t feel like himself, so his generous
friends offer to let him wear tails like theirs. Churchill quickly finds that he likes wearing all the different tails – and gets so wrapped up in enjoying other styles that he begins to neglect his friends. But
a chance meeting with a new friend (who also happens to have a suspiciously familiar curl on her
head) reminds Churchill that he has missed his pals just as much as he’s missed his particular tail.
The reunion that follows celebrates both the return of his best accessory as well as Churchill’s best
strength, which is being a good and loyal friend.

The Frog Who Lost His Underpants

by Juliette MacIver, Illustrated by Cat Chapman (Candlewick Press)
For a frog with a specific taste in clothing, his missing underpants are a big deal. When
Frog enlists his jungle friends to help him search for his special drawers, the rhyming recon
that follows is a madcap adventure that turns up unexpected culprits. An army of frogs have
stolen his coveted underpants! The solution entails sharing Frog’s signature fashion with all
the other frogs to keep the peace. But Frog has an idea for his pants that will help him reclaim
his own personal style of uniquely amphibious underwear. For any parents who have dealt with
the drama that can follow when a child’s favorite clothing item goes missing, this title will be a
delightful repeat read!

Hooray for Hat

by Brain Won (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Elephant has woken up in a grumpy mood. When the doorbell rings, he stomps down the stairs
with a rising temper to find...a present. Inside the gaily wrapped box is a hat, tall and layered with
even more headpieces. Recognizing that it’s hard to be cross with a fantastic hat like that, Elephant
dons the elaborate chapeau and heads off to show it to Zebra. But he finds Zebra in his own grumpy
mood. Knowing how to turn that mood around, Elephant plucks a hat from his own amalgam and
places it on Zebra’s head. The considerably happier pair begin a journey to lift the spirits of their other
grumpy friends with hats from Elephant’s head. But there is one last friend whose hat needs are going
to be a tall order. If one hat can make so many friends happy, then surely many hats can overcome
the gloomiest mood of all!
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Launching a Child’s
Journey to the Stars

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

The final frontier is in the news with the successful missions of
the Mars lander, SpaceX and the New Horizons spacecraft fly-by
of Pluto. Our children can look up into the heavens and see the
International Space Station crossing the sky as a tiny bright dot.
The people who envisioned and executed these amazing missions and projects were children once, too. It only takes a bit of
inspiration in youth to turn a child’s vision toward the marvels of
outer space, toward the goal of taking a role in its future exploration. The following toys are ideal for cultivating a child’s interest in the stars, our solar system and the discoveries that await
as we continue to stride into the endless expanse of outer space.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Science Club Moonscope

Animals in the Stars
Lacing Cards

(Nancy B)

There’s more to the moon than meets
the naked eye and the Nancy B’s Science Club Moonscope is a perfect tool to
take the first look a bit deeper. With real
glass optics and adjustable magnification capacity that can reach 90x, kids can
explore not only the surface of the moon,
but also observe features of other objects
in our solar system. Learning to navigate the night sky is easy
with the Sky Gazer’s Journal which helps first time observers
find their way around the heavens. The scope includes a gentle
red LED light for using the companion journal and sky maps
without ruining the viewers night vision. Perfect for fostering a
pre-teen’s interest in the mysteries of the night sky, the Moonscope and Journal offers an eye-opening door to knowledge for
budding astronomers!

(Rogge/Smith)

Before pointing a child’s attention
skyward in the search for constellations, introducing Ursa Minor and
more ancient star patterns through the
Animals in the Stars Lacing Cards will
help prepare them to understand how constellations are perceived.
In addition to building fine motor skills for little hands, each card offers a bit of history and mythology behind its constellation. Once the
stars on the cards are connected by the laces, a glow-in-the-dark
image of the constellation will emerge around it in the dark, helping
kids make the connection between the actual star arrangement and
the imagined animal it represents. Animals in the Stars is a great
teaching tool for children joining the centuries-long parade of sky
gazers who have looked up and let their imaginations soar.

Discovery Space Center

Space Mission
28-Piece Playset

(Hape)

Crafted with wood and child-safe paints,
rope-cranked elevators and lots of movable
pieces, the Center is none-the-less very easy
to assemble in minutes. Designed with a
eye toward play, the set is less scientific and
more geared toward generating kindergarten
age storytelling. The hallmark of this play set
is the creative pretend scenarios children
can craft within the space center setting.
Without batteries, noise makers and lights,
this playset gives all the power to the child to make his own
narrative for the characters in the space program. Including
soft pose-able astronauts, an alien, and featuring a detachable
shuttle for away missions, the Hape Discovery Space Center is
a fun launch for top flight space play!

(Daron)

The road to space has been a
long one with magnificent achievements along the way. The range
of vehicles and programs represented in this one 28-piece set
make it a fantastic introduction to man’s journey into the final
frontier. With rockets, command modules, rovers and a range of
transport vehicles, the history of space exploration is covered
from lift off to lunar landings. Along the lines of matchbox cars,
some of the vehicles in the set are die-cast metal, while others
are plastic and rubber. While the models are not near to scale rockets would normally far outsize the vehicles, and the space
stations are smaller than they would be in comparison – this lack
of scale is strongly offset by the strength of the variety included in
the Space Mission 28-piece Playset.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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